
Subject: Re: Oldies
Posted by Sniper_De7 on Wed, 18 Jul 2012 18:43:02 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

Randomly dropping in and bumping but figured if anyone has kept any of *their* oldest in-game
screenshots to post.

http://imageshack.us/photo/my-images/13/Old-times.jpg/
I believe this is probably April/May 2002. As for some of those other name drops. It's been super
long. I completely forgot about s2luga. For the screenshot, I'm not sure how many people
remember these, but I certainly do!

Kain usually accompanied by Cecil

Patch (who fell off the face of the earth as far as I know)

Confusion (who I shortly joined their clan probably not too long after this screenshot)

Second look, Nemicron actually was in a later clan of mine as [TA]Nem who I believe hosted our
server.

People I didn't talk to but remember - A drunken sniper_Bp, Codhex/codex?_BP (BP clan came
from demo)

Also, how about that obelisk hopping! How pointless, but hilarious.

I'll do some name dropping as well in case anyone's seen/heard from

Retto
(From [RED]) - Funny story, I tried to join RED once on a smurf name, but you had to answer
questions in regards to military things. I'm not sure if you needed to do well with it or not, but I
couldn't have been troubled to try. Though I would have found it funny to play others in a horrible
clan just to see the turnout. Though it earns its honors in being harder to join than OOU was! (with
the real c4smoke) And even have a recording of c4smoke. How priceless is that =) 
Namedrop for Adam_Prater, who I didn't talk to but no one's mentioning.
Raveshaw I believe his name was, the aussie sniper/pic/raveshaw

Just because they haven't been mentioned and they're from TA - MoP and Kill4fun/kfc

Shoutout to BA / RED for a lot of interesting lobbies.

Also, Cerealkiller will always have a special place in me and mrpirate's heart. As for Fobby's list, I
remember about 28 of them. Also, was a part of the original WOL vs GSA war! Some of the
people I believe it was Matt who picked for GSA was absolutely horrendous! Even still, fun to be a
part of it... 
Anyways sorry for the bumping, but just interested if anyone else had any 2002 pictures. Oh, and
to say Hi since I was mentioned I suppose
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